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Welcome to the second edition of the eMag for 2016. 

We have selected the top ten photos from April and May for DSLR and Compact 
Camera and CSC categories. There are more than 40 beautiful photos for our 
members to enjoy and provide inspiration on their macro journey. I would like to 
congratulate all photographers who appear in this issue and thank you for supplying 
additional details

The monthly photo competition quality of the photos has improved every month 
and we are expecting 2016 to be the best yet. This quality makes it more difficult 
for the judges every month. Congratulations to the recent winners of the monthly 
themes, Marco Chang, Jade Hoksbergen, and Matt Nimbs, enjoy their fantastic 
portfolios.

Following on from the Muck diving articles in the last edition, we have an article 
called “Nevis Nice”, by Mark Lessard on a trip to Saint-Kitts and Nevis, West 
Indies. 

This edition’s coffee break interview by Odd Kristensen is with Tim Ho, one of the 
most well known photographers in the Underwater Macro photography community 
in the area compact cameras.

Alex Tattersall provides a insight into the psychology of ‘doing the right thing’, so, 
we have kept the “Top 10 Codes of Conduct for Underwater Macro Photographers”  
as well as including, “Top 10 Ways to Protect Coral Reefs” - please take note!

Once again, I would like to welcome our new eMag Production Editor Odd 
Kristensen and new admin team Kelvin Tan HY and Sireenart (Birdee) Diloknitas. 
Thank you very much to all our contributors and UWMP admin teams, this eMag 
would not be possible without you. Also, to all the members for your great support 
as always. Enjoy the eMag.
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UWMP News

DRT	  Shanghai

New friends were made, new 
members joined UWMP and old 
f r i ends re -v i s i t ed when Ken 
Thongpila was again invited to 
present at another successful Diving 
Resort Travel Expo which was held 
in Shanghai, China in March 2016.  
The event attracted over 150 
exhibitors and 20,000 diving and UW 
photography enthusiasts.
Ken was able to present a favourite 
topic and area of his expertise, 
which was based on “Face On” 
photography.

TDEX	  Bangkok

In 2016 we have more members from 
Thai land who are interested in 
Underwater Macro photography. The 
Thailand Diving Expo in Bangkok was 
one of the events of the year which has 
more than 80 exhibitors and over 8,000 
v is i tors and was another great 
opportunity to meet UWMP members 
and stay connected. 

Ken’s presentation topics were on the 7 
Best Macro Photography Destinations, 
which was based on the UWMP survey 
in 2015, voted by members. And also, 
Ken’s experiences in running photo 
competitions as well as being a judge in 
photo competitions for the last 8 years. 

Olympus	  Thailand	  

It was a good opportunity for Ken and UWMP to 
be able to deliver some messages about 
Underwater Macro Photography and hold Mini 
workshops in English and Thai. "Open your mind 
for Underwater Macro Photography without 
Manipulation" on 8 May 2016. 

There was 1 session in the morning and 1 in the 
afternoon, with 34 Olympus users and UWMP 
members. The sessions went well and Ken was 
able to show his macro photography style and 
techniques to get good results without 
manipulation.
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April 2016 - Top 10 DSLR Photos
(in no particular order)
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Brook Peterson (USA)

waterdogphotography.com

Title :  Purple Hairy Shrimp

Critter name : Algae Shrimp (Phycocaris simulans)

Location taken : Anilao, Philippines

Camera : Nikon D810

Lens : Nikon 105mm

Housing : Sea&Sea MDX-800

Strobes : Sea&Sea YS-D1 Strobes

Dioptre : Nauticam SMC

Camera Setting : ISO 100, f/25, 1/320s

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot: 

There were a few things that contributed to making this image 
successful.  The first being the position of the animal.  It was out on a 
limb so to speak, with nothing behind it so  that it was easy to isolate 
from the background.  I was using back-button focus or thumb focus so 
I had pre-focused the camera at the shortest distance from the lens 
before I took the shot. Then, I simply moved my camera into  the 
position that had the animal in focus and took the shot.  A slightly face-
on composition achieved both eyes in focus. Strobes were pointed 
directly toward the housing so that just the edge of the light hit the 
animal, without lighting up additional particles in the water.
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Matt Tworkowski (Australia)

Title : Rose Petal

Critter name : Rose Petal Bubble (Hydatina physis)

Location : Narooma, Australia

Camera : Nikon D810

Lens : Nikon 105mm Macro

Housing : Nauticam

Strobes : INON Z240

Dioptre : Subsee +5

Camera Setting: 1/320, f32, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot: 

Rose Petal Bubbles (Hydatina physis) are quite common on the south 
coast of NSW, Australia and in particular at Narooma Wharf where this 
image was taken.

This individual was around 40mm long & relatively slow moving. Easy 
subject right? Not so. Riding a changing tide, tight frame & Parapodia 
(elongated appendages) moving around everywhere, it took several 
attempts to achieve this image. This little Petal was found during the 
day so a fast shutter was needed for black background as well as 
strobes facing tight into port so as to just catch subject with light and not 
illuminate any background within the image.
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Andrew Wingate (Australia)

Title :    Two’s Company

Critters name:      Robust Ghost Pipefish 
                            (Solenostomus cyanopterus)

Location taken :   Jack Evans Harbour, Tweed Heads, 
                             NSW, Australia

Camera :    Nikon D810

Lens :    Nikon 60mm f2.4 Macro

Housing : Sea&Sea  MDX810 w/45 degree viewfinder

Strobes :  2 x Sea&Sea YS250 

Camera Setting :  1/200 sec,  F20,  ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

After unsuccessfully attempting to shoot this pair of Robust Pipefish the week before with a 105mm lens, I returned with an old Nikkor 60mm, 
2.4 lens. After shooting some smaller critters prior the lens decided to lock at a focal length of around 400mm, meaning I had no auto focus, 
and set up wasn’t equipped with a manual focus ring. Persevering and eye glued to the 45 degree viewfinder I kept the camera low and 
hovered above avoiding stirring up the fine sandy bottom swaying back and forth in the surge and in time with pipefish. Eventually realising I 
wasn’t a threat they allowed me to get closer and within the approximate focal distance, meaning I could rock the camera into final focus to 
create a sharp image. Strobes set to 9-3, straight forward and shoulder width apart so I was using the edge of the strobe lighting. Taking this 
shot was a huge learning curve and taught me that the autofocus function isn’t every thing. A method I’ve adopted since for the slower critters 
is back button focus  (removing focus function from shutter release)  to get you in range and to then rock the camera for the final focus.
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Andrew Tan (Singapore)

Title :   Pink Eye Goby

Critters name :   Pink Eye Goby (Bryaninops natans)

Location taken :   Anilao Philippines

Camera :   Nikon D750

Lens :  Nikon Micro 105mm

Housing : ISOTTA

Strobes : 2 x Sea&Sea YS-D2

Dioptre : Aquako II

Additional   add on: Bigblue focus light

Camera Setting: 1/160sec, F25, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot: 

While many pink eye goby images are made on the side of the goby or 
with goby perching on staghorn corals, I wanted to create a unique image 
different from the others.

This is quite a challenging shot as it takes a lot of patience since the 
gobies are always moving.

As I have already the image I wanted to have in mind, I waited for one of 
the gobies to be in my viewfinder and tried to track it as it was moving.  
Many shots were taken, but finally I managed to get one shot which I liked 
and thought could make the cut, with the face facing the camera and with 
both eyes in focus.  It took me about 15 mins to take this shot.  
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Flavio Vailati (Italy)

Title :  Look my eyes

Critter name :  Hippocampus guttulatus

Location : Capo Noli (SV) Italy

Camera :   Nikon D7100

Lens :   Nikon 60mm Macro

Housing :   Nauticam

Strobes :   Sea&Sea YS-D1

Additional add on :  Homemade snoot

Camera Setting:  1/320sec, F22, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot: 

This picture was taken in the Cape site Noli Italy which I frequently visit. I 
found a seahorse that was attached to a coral by its tail and with the help 
of my wife I used a snoot to create a different effect.

This photo is the result of many hours in the water looking for critters of all 
kinds in the area that is called "Sabbione Wonderland" - it is a sandy beach 
area with some small rock,  very rich in small animals and where the water 
temperature in April when the photo was taken is around 15 degrees.

This photo is made with a snoot held about 20 cm from the subject 
perpendicular above the head of the seahorse and using a very small hole 
of light with the snoot as well as using a fairly small aperture to get a good 
depth of field and a fast shutter speed.
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Helmut Theiss (Germany)

Title : Color Explosion

Critter name : Mandarin fish (Synchiropus splendidus)

Location : Bahura, Dauin, Philippines

Camera : Canon EOS 450D

Lens : Canon EF-S 60mm macro f2.8

Housing : Sea&Sea

Strobes : 2 x Sea&Sea YS110 @

Additional add on :  Fantasea mini focus light and red filter

Camera Setting: 1/125sec, F8, ISO100

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot: 

Getting a good  mandarin fish portrait is a great challenge, but combined with 
good buoyancy, patience and a little bit of luck not so difficult. Using a red light 
to help the camera focus is an advantage. Also a known spot for mandarin fish. 
Too many divers and too much noise and light on the same place disturbing 
daily ceremony of this cute fish hold during twilight. Some of them are very shy. 
I tried many times earlier to get a good shot. I have found out that using the AI 
focus mode is an advantage for getting a sharp photo because the mandarin 
fish is always moving. 

Also, I found out that using a lens with greater focal length is better because I 
can keep longer distance to the fish and I get same magnification. This photo 
was taken with an 60 mm lens on a cropped sensor camera, equivalent to 100 
mm on a full frame camera. The photo is a crop of ca. 20%.

Another advantage is to watch the fish and anticipate where they are coming 
out of the coral field and focusing in advance on a coral, so that you can follow 
them with the AI focus or tracking focus because it is very hard to get a sharp 
photo by one shot focus.
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Wu Young-sen (Taiwan)
facebook.com/profile.php?id=100000916212132

Title :    Hair

Critters name :   Hairy Frogfish

Location taken :    Dumaguete, Philippines

Camera :    Canon 5DSr

Lens :    Canon EF 100mm L Macro 

Housing : SEA &SEA

Strobes : Sea&Sea YS-D1

Additional added on : Retra LSD snoot

Camera Setting :  F14, 1/200, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Shooting macro underwater in current is a lot of challenge. The "hair" of hairy frogfish flows with the current, I 
hold my breath waiting for the amazing moment while the magnificent hair standing up perfectly. I've only had 
one chance to shoot with light shaping device.
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Carl-Johan Nilsson (Sweden)

Title : Showdown

Critter name : Shrimp Goby  (Ctenogobiops sp)

Location taken : Romblon, Philippines

Camera : Nikon D800E

Lens : Micro Nikkor 105 VR

Housing : Ikelite

Strobes :  Ikelite DS160

Camera Setting: 1/250sec, F13 ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot: 

Shrimp Gobies in general are hard to get close to and don't like light, 
breathing also scares them. Patience, small movements and manual 
focus were the key here. Aperture f/13 to isolate sandy background and 
get a nice Bokeh. Camera in DX crop mode for extra magnification. 
Strobe positioned on top of port, aimed down and slightly forward.
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Stewart Clarke (United Arab Emirates)

www.moistmacro.com

Title :    Aflame

Critters name :   Janolus sp.

Location taken :    Fujairah, United Arab Emirates

Camera :    Nikon D7100

Lens :    Nikon 105mm Macro

Housing :   Nauticam 

Strobes :  Inon Z240

Dioptre : Subsee +5

Camera Setting :  1/320 sec,  F18  ISO 100.

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

In the UAE we are very fortunate to have one of the most spectacular Nudibranch specimens living on some of our dive sites. These 
guys tend to feed on bryozoans and if you are lucky will sometimes be perched on top of one. For this photo I managed to find one 
in a good position although he was a bit on the small side compared to the usual ones. 

I positioned one strobe on top and another one below with slight backlighting. I wanted the subject to glow with a nice black 
background. I was pretty happy with the results.
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Joe Au (Australia)

infinitydive.com

Title :   Colour in Dark

Critter name :  Ghost pipefish

Location :   Mosman, NSW, Australia

Camera :  Nikon D810

Lens :  Nikon 60mm Macro

Housing :  Nauticam

Strobes :   INON Z240

Dioptre :  INON UCL-165

Additional add on : Homemade snoot

Camera Setting : 1/125sec, F14, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot : 

First, I am a solo diving instructor - When receiving news from a diver that a 
rare Fish appears - I immediately get in the car to reach the shore diving 
site to do the night dive - due to dock at the bottom of a shooting position, 
diving to a depth of about 10m without finding the object - when I've done a 
50-minute dive a problem will arise - I thought if my car would be caught by 
the time-limited entrance lock, then how can I go back home - this time 
while holding only disappointment backhaul suddenly reach three meters 
depth - a black feather in my eye appeared - that's it - I found it - thank God 
- I used the last five minutes shooting this photo - luckily I can drive back 
home - so I believe that any underwater photography - should be with a 
good buddy with looking like photography to be able to grasp more time. 
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May 2016 - Top 10 DSLR Photos
(in no particular order)
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Gary A Lindenbaum (USA)
galindenba.smugmug.com/

Title :    Perched on a Tune

Critters name :   Cryptic Squat Lobster (Uroptychus
 joloensis) and Blue Tunicate (Rhopalaea crassa)

Location taken :  The Arches, Fathers Reefs, 
                            New Britain Island, Papua New Guinea 

Camera :    Sony ILCE A7R Mk II

Lens :    Sony FE 90 mm Macro

Housing :   Nauticam

Strobes :  2 x Sea&Sea YS-D1

Dioptre : Nauticam CMC-1

Additional add on :  Sola 1200 focus light

Camera Setting :  1/100sec, F16, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Squat lobsters are among my favourite macro subjects. They usually inhabit the Soft Coral Siphonogorgia dipsacea  where they feed and hide 
from predators. I was fortunate enough on this dive to find this Squat Lobster had ventured out onto a Blue Tunicate. The maximum f-stop on 
the A7R II for this image was f/22 so with 90 mm FE lens combined with the Compact Macro Converter this resulted in a very short focus 
distance and a very small depth of field. This required me to get fairly close to the subject.

I positioned the front of the lens about 4 to 5 centimetres from the subject. In this image as in most of my Macro images I used Single Shot 
Autofocus mode and once the camera was focused locked moved the entire camera/housing very slightly back and forth relative to the subject 
to achieve a good focus. I tried using the Manual focus/ Focus assist and Focus peaking on the A7R II, but I was not satisfied with the image. 
Others have had better results using this mode.

The twin Sea and Sea YS-D1's were set on Manual at 1/2 power and positioned one directly above the subject and the other to the subjects 
right as I was against the vertical wall of the Bommie on my left side. The strobes to subject distance was approximately 40 to 50 centimetres.
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Violet Ting (Taiwan)
facebook.com/violettingpei

Title :  The Glowing Tunicate and Shrimp

Critter name :  Tunicate Shrimp

Location :  Lembeh, Manado, Indonesia

Camera :  Nikon D610

Lens :  Nikkor 60mm Macro 

Housing : Sea&Sea

Strobes : Sea&Sea YS-D1

Dioptre :  Nauticam SMC

Camera Setting :  1/200sec, F22 ISO100

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot : 

This photo was taken in Lembeh, and that dive site is full of tunicate. I 
am always attracted by the glowing colourful tunicate, and I decided to 
try few shots to get the colour of it, using different power levels of the 
light can get different effects and it will show blue or green colour that 
depends on your shot from different angles.
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Iyad Suleyman (Ukraine)
www.iyadsuleyman.com

Title :  Pipefish

Critter name :  Pipefish

Location taken :   Mabul Island, Malaysia

Camera :  Canon 70D

Lens :  Canon 100mm macro lens

Housing :  Nauticam

Strobes :  2 x INON Z240 

Dioptre :   Subsee +10

Camera Setting :  1/200s, F13, ISO 160

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot : 

I spotted this pipefish on a small rock on the wall. It was turning 
around and coming to the same place. I knew that I have small 
chance to get the desirable shot (I wanted to come very close to the 
creature). This pipefish is very shy, but I tried. I prepared the settings 
of my camera and waited for the pipefish coming back. I had time for 
only two shots, one of them you can see now. 
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Jan Wenger (United Arab Emirates)

Title :   Say AHHHH

Critter name :  Blenny

Location taken : Oman, Musandam Peninsula, Maruvi Island

Camera : Nikon D800

Lens : Nikon VR 60mm Macro

Housing : Nauticam

Strobes :  2 x INON Z240

Dioptre : Nauticam SMC

Camera Setting :  1/200sec, F18, ISO 400

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot: 

Blennies are some of the most photogenic creatures underwater (in 
particular in Oman), but you need to give them a little bit of time to get used 
to your presence, the noise of your bubbles and the big camera in their 
face. Once they have calmed down they usually begin to interact with the 
lens (or what I guess, their reflection on the lens). At that point they literally 
don't care anymore how close you come with the front of the port, they keep 
doing what they are doing. A challenge is always to get the strobes 
positioned right ... because you are so close, getting enough light into their 
mouth when they start playing around can be challenging. It is helpful to 
shoot with a slightly higher ISO in that case, less strobe power and a fast 
shutter speed (i.e. to avoid getting a blurry photograph).
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Robert Lee (USA)

flickr.com/photos/100074562@N05/

Title :    Up Close 3D

Critters name :  Cuthona Nudibranch (Cuthona sp.)

Location taken :   Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Camera :    Canon 7DMk2

Lens :    Canon 100mm EF f/2.8 Macro

Housing :  Nauticam

Strobes :  Sea&Sea YS-D1

Camera Setting :  1/200, F5.6, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Cuthona sp. nudibranch can be found feeding on hydroids. This shot was taken using the long focal length of 
the 100mm macro allowing for maximum bokeh, the low F Stop allows for maximum detail in the bokeh area 
itself while still capturing the detail of the nudibranch. Every effort was made to shoot toward the water 
surface from a depth of about 10 meters.
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Penny Liang (Taiwan)
facebook.com/penny.lian.58

Title :    Are you looking at me?

Critters name :  Clingfish

Location taken :    Takeno, Japan

Camera :    Nikon D810

Lens :    Nikon Micro 60mm

Housing : Nauticam

Strobes :  2 x INON Z240

Dioptre :  Nauticam SMC

Additional add on :  RGBlue System 02

Camera Setting :  1/200sec, F18, ISO 50

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I saw in Japan this fish dive magazine, feel very cute like a ball, went to Japan in April this year Kumamoto 
unfortunately did not shoot, so again in May to Japan Takeno, finally let me see it. This fish size is very small 
and shy and fast action, take a lot of photos to finally have this lovely work.
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Ron DeVries (Canada)
facebook.com/photographsbyrondevries/

Title :    Jelly Rider

Critters name :  Jelly with Juvenile Shrimp on board 

Location taken :   Ten Mile Point, Victoria, British  
                             Columbia, Canada 

Camera :   Canon T5i

Lens :    Canon 60mm Macro

Housing :   Ikelite

Strobes :  Ikelite DS125 and DS161

Additional add on :  Sola 1200 Focus light

Camera Setting :  1/250 sec. f/7.1. ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Rather than complain when our visibility turns poor in our local waters I change my focus. Life is even more abundant at this time, its 
all around you and this is when the Jelly populations thrive. Layer upon layer of various species from the very large Lions Manes to 
the smallest of them. I don't just hunt the Jellies alone though, I watch for the interactions that happen between them and other critters 
around that hop on for a free ride. Technique is simple, chase the dust bunny in a wind storm. Not easy to capture and really hard to 
stay in focus while you are doing it. Gear Advice: find a camera with large visible focal points. Bring your strobes in tight on either side 
but point them away with just the strobes flash edges crossing over your subject.  
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Made Sudata (Indonesia - Bali)

Title :    Darkness at Tulamben

Critters name :   White banteng nudibranch

Location taken :    Tulamben, Bali

Camera :    Nikon D610

Lens :    Nikon 105mm 

Housing :   Isotta

Strobes :  2 x Sea&Sea YS-02

Dioptre :  Nauticam SMC

Additional add on :  Sola 1200 focus light

Camera Setting :  1/125  f/35  iso 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

To get the pictures I need peace and no currents. It is very simple, just  need play with the low strobes power and the focus 
with the Critters and play with strobes position.
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Massimo Zannini (Italy)
 
Title :    Ghost

Critters name :   Ghost pipefish

Location taken :  Puerto Galera, Philippines

Camera :    Canon 60D

Lens :    Canon 100mm Macro

Housing : Nauticam

Strobes : INON Z240

Additional add on : Snoot

Camera Setting :   1/250s F20 ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The photo was made with a snoot back illuminating the subject in a depth of 20 meters in the Philippines. During immersion 
in the waters of Puerto Galera in the Philippines, in a sandy bottom ghost pipefish has lent itself to being photographed, 
with the help of my buddy and with the aid of a flash only with the snoot I took a series of shots back illuminating the 
subject that is the light pointing from the opposite side of the fish, adapting the light until illuminate the eye and around the 
snout of the fish highlighting transparency and details. This technique requires a help of a good buddy.
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Tanakit Suwanyangyaun (Thailand)
facebook.com/neverdrythailand/

Title :    Little Flower

Critters name :   Flamboyant Cuttlefish

Location taken :    Anilao, Philippines

Camera :    Canon 6D

Lens :    Canon 100mm macro

Housing :   Nauticam

Strobes :  2 x INON Z240

Dioptre :  Nauticam SMC

Additional add on :  Fix Mini 500 focus light

Camera Setting :  1/125sec, F9, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This small critter is colourful and to me it looked like a little flower dancing in the wind. So I decided to 
use very shallow F-number to melt the rest of the body and only focus on the head part also this makes 
the subject more interesting on the usual sandy bottom.
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April 2016 - Top 10 Compact Camera and 
Compact System Camera (CSC) Photos (in no particular order)

Amir Abramovich

Steve Smith Eli Wolpin

Gary Y M To

Lilian Koh

Patricia Melati Prasastiningtyas

Rafi Amar

Christian Gloor Marylin Batt Yansu Suartana
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Amir Abramovich (Israel)
facebook.com/Amiruwp

Title :    “What’s up?”

Critters name :Smoothfin Blenny ( Ecsenius 
Frontalis)

Location taken :  Red Sea, Eilat, Israel

Camera :  Canon S110

Housing :   Ikelite

Strobes :  Ikelite AF35

Dioptre :  Aquatica +10

Camera Setting :    1/250sec,  F8,  ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I love taking images of that species. Its face is always full of expression but you have to  be very patient to capture it as 
blennies are very shy creatures and will disappear into their holes in the reef when approached, especially when using 
Compacts  with macro diopters (you have to  get closer to  about 15- 20 cm). You have to  approach the fish slowly and let it 
get used to  your presence. So my approach is to find one in a place that: 1. enables me to  spend a lot of time comfortably 
without endangering the reef. 2. Negative background (no object but water right behind the fish) or a nice colour or pattern 
around it. To get the yawning that is happening for a fraction of a second every few minutes the fish has to  be in focus and 
the shutter button half pressed to be ready for that special moment. Sometimes I spend the whole dive for that moment.   
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Steve Smith (Australia)
facebook.com/profile.php?id=100004463281869

Title :    Long Way From Home

Critters name :   Stiliger ornatus

Location taken :   Sawtell, NSW, Australia

Camera :  Canon G15

Housing :   Canon

Strobes :  Internal flash with diffuser

Dioptre :  INON UCL-165 + Aquako IV

Additional add on :  iTorch Pro6

Camera Setting :    1/1000sec, F8, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Whilst searching for sea hares by snorkelling in a local rock 
pool, my buddy Matt Nimbs found this little Stiliger. Watching it 
move along the stem of its Codium host I took a few images but 
these were quite flat and did not showcase the animal. When it 
reached the end of the stem though, it provided a much better 
profile. It wasn’t until I downloaded the image that I realised that 
the hairy processes on the algae balanced the cerata of the 
Stiliger giving a very pleasing composition. The stacked lenses 
give a very shallow DOF and so the biggest challenge was 
keeping the rig still enough to get focused images.      
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Eli Wolpin  (Canada)
500px.com/eli_wolpin

Title :    Warbonnet in a Cloud

Critters name :   Decorated Warbonnet 
                          (Chirolophis decoratus)

Location taken :  Whytecliff Park, Vancouver, Canada

Camera :  Canon G15

Housing :   Fantasea

Strobes :  Sea&Sea YS-100 Alpha

Dioptre :  INON UCL-165

Additional add on :  Sola Nightsea w/yellow filter

Camera Setting :    1/250sec,  F4,  ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Vancouver is one of the few areas in the world that you can dive cloud sponges at shallow depths of 100' (30m). Many critters like to 
hide in the sponges including decorated warbonnets. They are a bit shy at times and back away from light into the sponges.

The trick is to get enough light into the sponge. To achieve this, I use the UCL-165 which gives me a fair bit of working distance when 
zoomed in about halfway. I have my single strobe jammed right against my macro lens so that I can shoot the light into the sponge. You 
need to be careful not to disturb the warbonnet or overexpose the sponge. I generally take test shots away from the subject and adjust 
settings manually.
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Gary Y M To (Hong Kong)
 facebook.com/rocketfriendsdiving

Title :    Coral Goby

Critters name :   Coral Goby

Location taken :   Mactan Island, Cebu, Philippines

Camera :  Olympus TG-4

Housing :   Olympus

Strobes :  Sea&Sea YS-D1

Camera Setting :    1/100sec, F4, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The marble pattern of the coral is so eye-catching when the tiny goby is just resting on it which makes the picture 
very interesting to me.
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Lilian Koh  (Singapore)
www.facebook.com/liliankohphotography

Title :    T E D D Y

Critters name :   Teddy Bear Crab (Pilumnus sp.)

Location taken :   Manado, Indonesia

Camera :  Canon G15

Housing :   Recsea 

Strobes :  INON Z240

Camera Setting :    1/80 sec,  F8,  ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I first heard of the Teddy Bear crab’s existence 5 years ago and seeing it has been on my wish list every time I visited 
Manado. Finally I was able to see and shoot this amazing critter. 

It was our last dive of the day and the visibility wasn’t at its best. The dive site was just a flat sandy bottom with not much 
in the area until we came across an artificial reef.  Our guide was frantically trying to grab our attention and directed us to 
the highlight of our entire trip.
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Rafi Amar  (Israel)
www.rafiamar.com

Title :    Face to Face

Critters name :   Nudibranch (Splendid Chromodoris)

Location taken :   Nelson Bay, NSW, Australia

Camera :  Sony RX100 Mk II

Housing :   Recsea 

Strobes :  Sea&Sea YS-D1

Dioptre :  Subsea +10

Camera Setting :    1/250sec, F9, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I tried to shoot the Nudibranch that many times, but every time it was not a good angle. Until now, no more, I gave up 
trying. But one night dive at the end of the dive, I saw her sitting at the top of the coral (I think) and just did not move. 
I knew it was time to take a good shot of it.

Indeed, even the stream has been started, I struggled until I saw that I got one good shot, I got out of the water :) I 
learned an important rule. Never Give Up, and each picture will be different from the previous one.
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Patricia Melati Prasastiningtyas 
(Indonesia)

Title :    Angel

Critters name :   Nudibranch 
                          (Phyllodesmium irimotense)

Location taken :   Tulamben, Bali, Indonesia

Camera :  Canon G16

Housing :   Fantasea 

Strobes :  Sea&Sea YS-D2

Camera Setting :    1/500sec,  F8,  ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The Wreck slope is one of my favourite dive sites. There are so many kinds of macro critters that we can find, one of which is 
Phyllodesmium irimotense. My dive guide helped me to spot this beautiful critter. We went down to more than 30 meters  to get 
this photo. We only have very short time to take pictures. Fortunately we found this nudibranch on top of the plant. Normally this 
nudibranch lives on the bottom of the plant or on the bottom of the sea. So, with short deco time I need to check my camera 
settings and my dive computer.

But, I got some difficulty when I took this picture. Because the plant was very short, so I need to keep my buoyancy stable to not 
touch the sea bottom - besides,  strong current at that time. But lucky me, I got this picture. I’m so happy with the result. 
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Christian Gloor (Switzerland)

Title :    Another beer, please?

Critters name :   Black Combtooth Blenny 
                          (Ecsenius namiyei)

Location taken :   Lembeh Strait, Indonesia

Camera :  Olympus OM-D EM5

Lens :    Olympus 60mm macro f2.8

Housing :   Nauticam 

Strobes :  Sea&Sea YS-D1 

Camera Setting :    1/100 sec,  F7.1,  ISO 320

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I found this blenny hiding in this empty bottle of beer and thought 
it would make for an interesting subject. Since the blenny was 
rather dark, I opted for a lighter background. Although in very 
shallow water (maybe 5m), ambient light and visibility were 
definitely not going to give me a nice blue background that day. I 
also had to keep the diaphragm relatively closed to keep the 
whole subject in focus. I slowed down the shutter speed to 
1/100s to  get enough ambient light and I boosted the ISO at 
320. It gave me a nice clearer background, the way I wanted. 
Then I added a bit of strobe to bring back some colours and 
contrast on the subject and the bottle. I spent probably 10 
minutes on this picture, getting my settings and composition in 
order and waiting patiently for it to get into a nice position.
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Marylin Batt  (USA)

Title :    Peacock Mantis Shrimp with eggs

Critters name :   Peacock Mantis Shrimp

Location taken :   Anilao, Philippines

Camera :  Olympus TG-4

Housing :   Olympus

Strobes :  INON D2000

Camera Setting :    1/100 sec,  F14,  ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The most important part of getting any shot unless you dive all the time is a good guide and spotter.  My spotter saw this 
beautiful lady moving across the bottom. I tried to move in slowly as to not frighten her as they can leave in an instant. I took 
a number of photos as she was moving but she finally settled with her tail under a rock. I waited close but not too close until 
she was settled. Then I moved in very slowly and got this photo from about 18mm. I am fortunate with the TG-4 as it focuses 
very fast and accurately. And I have a preset macro setting, which I can focus additionally if I don't like what I see on my 
screen some portions of the settings can be changed. However if you have a creature that is moving a lot or you need to 
take quickly this is a real help. Mantis Shrimps are one of my favourite subjects and I feel very lucky to have been in the right 
place at the right time to get this shot.
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Yansu Suartana (Indonesia)
flickr.com/people/yansudiverbali/

Title :    Alien Invasion

Critters name :   Bigfin reef squid

Location taken :   Tulamben, Bali, Indonesia

Camera :  Canon S110

Housing :   Canon

Strobes :  Sea&Sea YS-D1

Dioptre :  INON UCL-165

Additional add on :  Focus light

Camera Setting :    1/250sec,  F7.1  ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This is something glowing in the dark. At first I was confused how to get a shot of it. I realised that this squid is very shy in the 
daytime, so I had to wait until once I got chance to get a photo of the squid during night time or night dive. At that time when I shot 
the picture of this squid the water was very friendly and calm and no waves during my night dive. The squid was playing with some 
other squid in shallow water about 2-3m deep.  I shot about 15 pictures of this squid and this is the one that I think is the better shot 
of all my photographs.
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May 2016 - Top 10 Compact Camera and 
Compact System Camera (CSC) Photos (in no particular order)

Kevin Leung

Reinhard Simanjuntak

Ipah Uid

Marco Fantin

James Mamoto

Ivy Lau

Gregory Bomshtein

Amy Hung

Julian Hsu

Andrew Marriott
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Kevin Leung  (Hong Kong)

facebook.com/micatlkw

Title :    Teletubbies Underwater

Critters name :   Blenny

Location taken :    Sai Kung, Hong Kong

Camera :    Olympus EM-1

Lens brand : Olympus 60mm Macro

Housing :   Nauticam 

Strobes :   2 x INON Z240

Dioptre :  Subsee +10

Camera Setting :    1/320sec, F11, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This tiny blenny kept moving in and out of the coral. Once identified the focus range and composition, wait 
for the right moment and press the shutter. This creature will keep looking at different angles but you don't 
need to move your camera to chase it. Be patient and you will get a good picture with some luck.
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Andrew Marriott (China)

http://marriottphotoandart.smugmug.com

Title :    Bug Eyes!

Critters name :  Mantis Shrimp

Location taken :    Lembeh Strait, Indonesia

Camera :    Olympus OM-D EM1

Lens brand : Olympus 60mm

Housing :   Nauticam 

Strobes :   Sea&Sea YS-D1 

Dioptre :  Nauticam SMC

Camera Setting :     1/320sec, F22, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This shot is all about the basics. Get low and when you are ready, 
try and get even lower!   I also try and avoid shooting straight into 
the reef slope, I try and get to the side to help get a black 
background. Super fast shutter makes sure the subject is sharp 
and helps eliminate background. Finally get a good guide! They 
are the most important part of macro shooting.
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Reinhard Simanjuntak (Indonesia)

Title :    You should be inside, not outside, baby!

Critters name :   Bangai cardinal fish(Pterapogon kaudemi)

Location taken :    Lembeh, Indonesia

Camera :    Olympus OM-D EM5

Lens :  Olympus 60mm macro

Housing :   Nauticam

Strobes :   Sea&Sea YS-D1 

Camera Setting :    1/125sec, F10, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I don't think there is something special about camera and lighting 
techniques of this photo, only a lucky moment happened. First 
time for me to dive Lembeh, of course should get a good dive 
guide. At this dive, we planned to get male bangai cardinal fish 
mouth brooding the eggs. The guide spotted a group of cardinal 
fish, asked me to setup my camera and be ready to shoot at one 
location about a half meter from the group, I believe he knows 
where cardinal fish will stay calm when photographed. I took some 
pictures and tried to compose it frontal head to head with my lens. 
Being focus composing, suddenly some of eggs coming outside, 
we got the moment for about 2 minutes then eggs came back 
inside the mouth. Luckily, I got one with frontal head facing my 
lens. What a moment!
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Marco Fantin  (Italy)

Title :    Now I am very angry

Critters name :   Haliotis tuberculata tuberculata

Location taken :   Sistiana Bay, Trieste Gulf, Italy

Camera :    Sea&Sea 2G

Housing :   Sea&Sea

Strobes :   Sea&Sea YS-110

Camera Setting :    1/500sec, F8.6, ISO 64

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Write something about  my photo is difficult for me ... why? Because really I was very lucky.
Usually these gastropods are tenaciously attached to the rocks, rising only a few mm to move. As I was 
photographing I got up, as if to tell me "Stop blinding me with flash”. I only did 2 more shots and then I left him to his 
walk.
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Julian Hsu  (Taiwan)
facebook.com/chihliang.hsu/photos_albums

Title :    The Rose

Critters name :   Favorinus mirabilis

Location taken :    Tulamben, Indonesia

Camera :    Canon G15

Housing :   Recsea  

Strobes :   Sea&Sea YS-D1

Dioptre :   Saga +20

Additional add on :  Fibre optic snoot

Camera Setting :    1/100sec, F7.1, ISO 400

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This Nudi has cerata in very nice pink color and rhinophores with beautiful details. I put my snoot above the subject in 
order to make its cerata look transparent on the surface. To avoid the dark brown rhinophores melted in the black 
background, I have to choose an angle for making the pink cerata become the background of its rhinophores. And also, 
I took side view of the face for showing its eye behind the rhinophore. That’s how I planned for getting this image.
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Ipah Uid  (Malaysia)

www.ipahuidphotography.com

Title :    FRIDAY night LIGHTS

Critters name :   Mantis Shrimp

Location taken :    Lembeh Straits, Indonesia

Camera :    Canon G15

Housing :   Canon  

Strobes :   INON Z240

Dioptre :  INON UCL-330

Additional add on :  Sola 500 photo light

Camera Setting :    1/320sec, F2.8, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

When I first came up with this technique I found it by accident. 
Shooting this fella was quite hard as it was very shy. Even the 
slightest movements made him go shoot back in. So I waited 
patiently for it to get comfortable with my camera. As soon as it 
had my trust it started posing right in front of the camera like it 
knew! As for the colourful background it’s quite simple really, 
anything colourful as long as the light can bounce back will give 
the effect of blinking lights but it will take two people to  do so as 
the distance of the bling2 can be very far. Take note that the 
bigger the subject the further the colourful item has to be. My 
guide Jandri Maninggolang helped me out with it, but the key to 
get a better colour was to point my focus light to  the most 
colourful part of the bling2 and shoot.
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Amy Hung (Taiwan)

Title :    Yellow Goby with eggs

Critters name :   Lubricogobius exiguus

Location taken :    Anilao, Philippines

Camera :    Sony RX100

Housing :   Meike 

Strobes :   Sea&Sea YS-D1 

Dioptre :   Aquako IV

Camera Setting :    1/200sec, F8, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The yellow goby is the most popular subject for the 
photographer. They look so cute with the bright colour and 
super active with their behaviour. 

They live in bottles, plastic bags, pieces of wood, and many 
other things. They normally hide when they see something 
dangerous

When I saw a couple of yellow goby, I was so happy because  
they're guarding eggs. So I adjusted the camera settings and 
stayed in front of the eggs. I am waiting for the good moment 
and then I start shooting.
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Ivy Lau (Hong Kong)

Title :    Big Tummy!

Critters name :   Skeleton Shrimp on Tunicate

Location taken :    Raja Ampat, Indonesia

Camera :    Olympus OM-D EM1

Lens :  Panasonic 45mm macro f/2.8

Housing :   Nauticam  

Strobes :   INON Z240 

Dioptre :  Nauticam SMC

Camera Setting :    1/160sec, F11 ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

When my dive master showed this pregnant skeleton shrimp to 
me, I feel so excited because it's my first time to see this 
colour of skeleton shrimp!

It's also the first time that I saw a skeleton shrimp laying on a 
tunicate!  Pink Skeleton Shrimp plus Blue Tunicate, love this 
colour combo so much! 
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James Mamoto  (Indonesia)

Title :    Darkside

Critters name :  Black hairyfrogfish 
                          (Antennarius striatus)

Location taken :    Lembeh, Indonesia

Camera :    Canon G16

Housing :   Canon 

Strobes :   INON Z240

Dioptre :  Go-So +10

Camera Setting :    1/500, F2.5 ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

It's challenging to shoot a black object,  set my Aperture bigger, so I have much lights going in to the lens. To 
shoot frogfish it's fun, they didn't move a lot.
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Gregory Bomshtein  (Israel)
nautilus.co.il

Title :    Idiomysis Tsurnamali

Critters name :   Idiomysis Tsurnamali

Location taken :    Eilat, Israel

Camera :    Canon G1X MkII

Housing :   Ikelite  

Strobes :  Ikelite DS161

Dioptre :  Aquatica +10

Camera Setting :    1/250sec, F16 ISO 320

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

To take a picture of very small objects, it is necessary to use the wet lenses. I exploit Aquatica +10 Wet 
Diopter Close Up Lens which is attached to the Ikelite housing via an adapter.

To such a configuration to receive quality frame, it is necessary to take pictures from a distance of 10 cm. I 
also use 2 Ikelite DS161 Strobes, that are placed on opposite sides of the object. All photos I am doing in 
RAW format.
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Spotlight UW Macro Photographer
2016 March Theme "Cleaning Station" Winner

Favourite macro diving trip 
(Holiday) :  
NE Coast Taiwan

Favourite macro subjects:  
Behaviour Subject
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-: Equipment for Macro photograph :-

Camera :  Nikon D810

Lenses :  Nikon 105mm Macro

Housing :  Anthis

Strobe :  INON Z240

Dioptre:   Subsea +10 

Marco Chang, is a creative advertiser as his career. Back in 2008, he started to dive and was 
attracted by the fascinating underwater world. He began with the thought of how to share the 
underwater beauty for more people to see, he started taking underwater photos to begin his 
underwater photography journey. It has been his most powerful weapon throughout his 8 years 
underwater photography.

Most of his amazing works were taken in the North-East Coast of Taiwan. This is one of the 
best macro dive site here in Taiwan, people even called it “The little Lembeh”. On every dive, 
there is always something unexpected to discover. Aiming on the macro photography, Marco is 
very good at capturing the instant of critter’s behaviour, and yet, in a new different prospect. 

In 2012, encouraged by seniors, he started to compete and enter his work in multiple contests 
and has won many prizes. He decided to share his great works on the internet.

Marco looking through his works, we can make a better view of the ocean, and thus arouse 
public attention to marine conservation, and the other is trying to convey water photography 
marine ecosystem, so the water intake itself but also to the marine ecology, conservation, has a 
higher self-requirements, to minimise interference with organisms in the photo of the moment.

He will continue to take more great photos, so that through his lens, people will love the ocean 
as he does.

The Winning photo "Cleaning Station"
1/80sec, F25, ISO200

Marco Chang
(Taiwan)

500px.com/marcotaipei
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Marco’s Portfolio

“Mirror” - ISO 200, F22, 1/125 “Prey” - ISO 160, F13, 1/200 ” Bee” - ISO 100, F13, 1/200“Tree” - ISO 100, F25, 1/250

Horse” - ISO 100, F10, 1/250

“Fire” - ISO 50, F3.5, 1/250

“Living in the garbage” - ISO 200, F20, 1/200

” Gorgeous” - ISO 200, F32, 1/250
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Spotlight UW Macro Photographer
2016 April Theme “Colour Background” Winner

Favourite macro diving trip 
(Holiday) : 
Dauin & Dumaguete, Philippines

Favourite macro subjects:  
Gaudy Clown Crab 
(Platypodiella spectabilis)
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-: Equipment for Macro photograph :-

Camera :  Sony A7RII

Lens :  Sony 90mm Macro  

Housing :   Nauticam  

Strobe :     INON Z240 

Dioptre:    Nauticam SMC

Born to a French-Dutch father and a Taiwanese mother in Taiwan, I moved to the Philippines 
when I was 7 where I had my first ever taste of the underwater world. Although I have been 
diving for a little more than ten years now, underwater photography is a very recent endeavour. 
It is thanks to my dive-aholic father that I started diving at a very young age – I remember how 
much of a challenge it was for him at the time to put together a complete set of scuba gear that 
would fit me. I moved to the UK in 2014 to attend university in the University of Exeter. A year 
exposed to the grim English weather led me to flee away to the beautiful island of Saint Lucia 
in the Caribbean to join my fiancé, Henley, who moved there a year prior. In December 2015, I 
had my hands on an underwater camera for the first time using Henley’s then-camera and was 
just completely hooked. I am a painter too and get a lot of my inspiration from the critters I 
come across when diving so, it also helps my art to be able to photograph the critters that I 
love. I am lucky to have Henley as a mentor not only because it is convenient, but because he 
has so much to share in terms of technique, passion, and patience. Diving was always “our” 
thing, and now we have underwater photography too. Last month, I finally got my own proper 
rig – a Sony A7RII. 

Most of my underwater photos to date are taken in Saint Lucia, though I recently got a chance 
to shoot in Dauin and had my thirst for muck satiated. It is really in Saint Lucia that I discovered 
my passion for the macro life, and it is only safe to say that I am completely obsessed by all 
that is supermacro. I love how the unseen becomes seen through the viewfinder. 

The Winning photo - “Colour Background”
1/60sec, F5.0, ISO 100

Jade Hoksbergen 
(Philippines)
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Jade’s Portfolio

“Anemone Tentacle Fetish” 
1/200sec ISO125 F18

“Harlequin on Stage” 
1/250sec ISO200 F18

“Wrasse Service” 1/250sec ISO200 F11“Arrogant Sailfin Blenny” 
1/250sec ISO100 F18

“X-Ray Seahorse” 
1/250sec ISO100 F18

“Sour Puss” 
1/250sec ISO100 F11

“Children Are A Handful” 1/250sec ISO200 F11

“Bubblegum Puffer” 1/200sec ISO100 F13

“Hermit on Alert” 
1/250sec ISO200 F7.1
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Spotlight UW Macro Photographer
2016 May Theme "Couple" Winner

Favourite macro diving trip 
(Holiday):  
Sandy Beach, NSW, Australia

Favourite macro subjects:  
Sea Slugs
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-: Equipment for Macro photograph :-

Camera :  Olympus TG-3

Housing :   Olympus 

Light :     iTorch  

Elysia marginata - 1/160sec, F3.8 ISO ISO 100

The Winning photo - “Couple”
1/200sec, F/2.3, ISO 100

I started taking underwater macro 
photographs to support my studies. As a 
marine biologist specialising in sea slugs 
I realised that whilst these animals have 
a beauty that rivals that of butterflies, 
many of the images used in scientific 
literature are taken in laboratories and 
do not depict the beauty we see as 
divers. Thus, taking photos of slugs in 
situ is part of my work, but also a 
fantastic creative outlet and a great 
excuse to get into the water.

I also have the great fortune to live very 
close to the ocean, in a location that is 
blessed with a high diversity of 
invertebrates among various habitat 
protected by a marine park. In the 
warmer months there are almost daily 
opportunities to capture macro shots. Matt Nimbs

(Australia)
flickr.com/photos/128938954@N03/
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Matt’s Portfolio
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Bullina lineata - 1/500sec, F4, ISO 100

Phyllodesmium magnum - 1/400sec, F3.2, ISO ISO 100

Kaloplocamus acutus - 1/400, F5, ISO 100

Goniobranchus collingwoodi - 1/400sec F6.3, ISO 200

Hypselodoris bennetti - 1/80sec, F3.6, ISO 100

Glossodoris rubroannulata - 1/320sec, F9, ISO 100

Eubranchus inabai - 1/800sec, F3.2, ISO 100

Oxynoe viridis - 1/125sec, F3.8, ISO 100

Godiva quadricolor - 1/200sec, F4.5, ISO 125

Cuthona (Trinchesia) sibogae - 1/200sec, F3.2, ISO 100 Petalifera ramosa - 1/320sec, F3.2, ISO 100
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official sponsors for 2016

with 8 Days 7 Nights Diving Package each Resort

4 Prizes to be won... worth US$3,500 each

Papua New Guinea Year 2016

UWMP Monthly Themes Competition 2016

Kimbe, Papua New Guinea

Tufi, Papua New Guinea
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  Website:   www.lissenungisland.com

Facebook:  facebook.com/Lissenung-Island-Resort 
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  Website:   www.tufidive.com
Facebook:  facebook.com/pages/Tufi-Dive-Resort
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  Website:   www.tawali.com

Facebook:  facebook.com/tawaliresort 
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  Website:   www.walindifebrina.com

Facebook:  facebook.com/walindifebrina 
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Coffee Break ...with Odd 
and Tim Ho
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By Odd Kristensen

1. Who is Tim Ho?

I left the stressful city lifestyle in 2009 to have a year's 
break from my 10 year career in broadcasting. I 
decided that by becoming a dive instructor, I would be 
able to spend a year on the island sustaining a simple 
life off my teaching income. After my 1st year, I 
decided to continue the less stressful & more physical 
island life of simplicity...I never went back!

2. How did you get into underwater photography and 
how would you describe your approach to underwater 
photography?

As a dive instructor I issued an average of 200 dive 
certifications yearly over a span of a few years. Due to 
living on a remote island, my only leisurely escape 
from teaching was to go diving with my camera.

Starting-off with the Canon Ixus 80is, financially unable to upgrade to strobes or a big set-
up, I was fortunate to have the luxury being able to just walk into the sea and shoot. I was 
very passionate and curious to the capability of the barest of set-ups, so I pushed, pushed 
and pushed each camera I have ever owned to discover each camera's limit.

My journey is different as I always challenged the teachings of the masters. When I was told 
external lights was what was most important in underwater photography, I went in search of 
a natural light technique.

When I was told that strobes was the only light to 
use, I ventured into using any cheap torch I could 
find.

When I was told achieving perfection was to post-
produce with Photoshop or Lightroom, I decided 
not to use.

When wet lenses started being used, I decided to 
venture into using 2s and 3s stacked together.

In times when some camera models were being 
phased-out due to low sales, I push and 
discovered possibilities in ways that even the 
camera manufacturers hadn't intended their 
cameras to be used. In a few instances receiving 
emails from big brand manufacturers officially 
telling me what I say I am doing with their 
cameras isn't possible, only to be corrected.

The journey has not been through reading 
manuals, asking teachers, books or google but by 
having spent way over 10,000 dives pressing 
every possible button combination and trying 
every different mix and matches to see what can 
be done. Level by level, camera by camera, tool 
by tool discovering how, what, why & when.

3. The images you have produced with a compact camera and no strobes are remarkable. 
Why do you prefer the compact camera and a handheld torch to a more complex setup, 
such as an SLR or a mirrorless and strobes?

Ducati vs BMX. Not everyone can afford a Ducati but that doesn't mean a BMX can’t get 
you to Point B. May just take more time and more sweat, but I like the BMX game because 
it's easier to travel with, more people can afford it and it's more human than machine.

Scorpion leaf fish
Handheld sharp beam torch

1/160sec, F14, ISO 100
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4. You have experience from many dive 
locations in the Indo-Pacific region, but 
have chosen to establish yourself in 
Anilao. What will macro photographers find 
in Anilao that they do not find in places like 
Bali, Mabul/Sipadan, Lembeh, etc.?

I landed in Anilao during my Thailand 
Videographer off-season and decided to 
rent a small wooden shack with some 
close fr iends. Invi t ing fel low dive 
professionals to come stay and dive with 
me in backpacker conditions, it eventually 
evolved into a backpacker-type diver's 
f a c i l i t y d e d i c a t e d t o u n d e r w a t e r 
photography. After 3 years I am still here 
and Anilao still continues to amaze me 
with the density of macro critters. 
“Something to shoot in every 10 kicks” is 
not an exaggeration if you have the right 
guide (and Anilao has some of the best 
I've ever known).

Other reasons why I believe it is a winning 
place is that:

A) It is the closest good diving to a capital 
city in the region, just over 100km from 
Manila and no boat ride required to get to.

B) 12 months of diving.

C) Coast line diving making majority dives 
in safe environments with easy shore 
entry.

D) Slow sloping dive sites allowing you to 
shoot from depth, gradually shallowing-up 
shooting at 5m, 4m, 3m, 2m before 
ascending.

E) Barely any use of speedboats. Less 
over-head hazard. 

Coffee Break ...with Odd and Tim Ho (Continue...)

5. Guests at The Anilao Photo Hotel have 
w o n m a n y p r i z e s i n u n d e r w a t e r 
photography competitions. What role does 
Tim Ho play in achieving such impressive 
results? Is there a magic formula?

Yes there is a magic checklist of criteria 
that the team abides by. There is no 
settings or techniques discussed when 
conducting competition coaching but a 
mental conditioning that everyone is in-
tune with.

Tim Ho handpicks the guides, conducts 
the pre-competition briefing and repeats 
the word “delete” a million times before the 
submission date.

6 . Ma r i ne l i f e man ipu la t i on and 
harassment to get that perfect shot is a 
constant and controversial issue among 
our membership. As a photographer, 
coach and resort owner, what message do 
you have for our members on this topic?

A) Shooting a bird in the wild vs shooting a 
b i rd in a cage. . .who's the bet ter 
photographer?

B) The minute you touch, the subject 
doesn't stop trying to run away! If it is left 
alone, eventually it doesn't feel threatened 
and allows you to shoot it for as long as 
you want.

C) People Know! You may not know it, but 
those who dive everyday can tell that a 
subject has been placed there.

D) You know what you have done!! 
Where's the satisfaction in that?

Pink Eye Goby - 1/640sec, F2.8, ISO200

Toby Fish - 1/250sec, F2.8, ISO 200

Damsel fish - 1/6sec, F3.5, ISO200
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Nevis Nice
Saint-Kitts and Nevis, West Indies

by Mark Lessard

Located in the Caribbean, St. Kitts & Nevis are two islands, but one federation. 
Their friendly and welcoming people will warm your heart. Therefore, St. Kitts & 
Nevis is ideal for a regenerating holiday. With their landscape, history, rainforest 
and beaches St. Kitts and Nevis offer different activities, which will satisfy all 
tastes. The activities could be as simple as enjoying the quietness on a black 
beach, horseback riding, kayaking, historical tours, but could be as exciting as 
watersport, hiking or scuba diving. Kittitians and Nevisian will charm you with 
their local culinary and cultural specialties. The diversity gastronomic will arouse 
your curiosity with their eclectic culinary choices as well as with their different 
locations; on a hill, by the beach, an old sugar plantation, etc. Differently 
shaped, St. Kitts & Nevis provide a various landscape, as well as a various 
selection of dive sites. Finally, St. Kitts and Nevis would not be the same 
without her  animals such as donkeys, sheep, goat  and green  velvet monkey,

Diving Details:  

Mostly boat diving, typically 2 dives in the morning and 1 optional in 
the afternoon, special arrangements can be made for extra dives. 
There are some shore diving sites, not regularly used. St. Kitts and 
Nevis harbor several dive operators. St. Kitts Scuba, Kenneth´s Dive 
Centre and Pro Divers Inc. are located on St. Kitts while Scuba 
Safaris Ltd. operates on Nevis. The diving sites are mostly reef dives. 
Various wrecks rest at different depths (40-120ft, 12-36m). Particularly 
“The Christena”, she was a local ferry between Basseterre in St. Kitts 
to Charlestown in Nevis, which sank August 1st 1970. “The Christena” 
carries a tragic history; however she provides a beautiful base for the 
growth of many organisms resulting in a great biodiversity living on 
and around it.  From protected sites along the leeward side of St. Kitts 
and Nevis to the exposed sites on the Atlantic side, or from “The 
Narrow” (Channel between St. Kitts and Nevis) to a shoal offshore 
called “Monkey Shoal”, the dive site´s location characterize the 
diversity of dives. Offering walls, thermal vent/hot spring, volcanic 
boulder rocks, slope, reef patches or fringing reef.
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who entertain you with their funny 
behavior.

How to get there: 

Robert L. Bradshaw International 
A i r p o r t ( S K B ) l o c a t e d i n 
Basseterre St. Kitts is the most 
common used airport for visitors. 
Vance W. Amory International 
Airport (NEV) located in Nevis 
serviced by small airlines like 
Winair, Seaborne, Cape Air and Air 
Sunshine offer flights to Caribbean 
destination, such as St. Maarten, 
Antigua, US Virgin Island, etc, but 
provide a connection from North 
America through San Juan, Puerto 
Rico (SJU). Common for most 
travelers, is arrival at St. Kitts 
a i r p o r t f o l l o w e d b y f e r r y 
transportation (50 minutes) to 
Nevis is the easier way to reach 
Nevis as your final destination.

Macro Marine Life Highlights:  

St. Kitts and Nevis shelter a variety of interesting macro marine life to 
photograph and video, for example: many species of shrimp, blennies, 
gobies, crabs, juvenile fish, slugs, brooding jawfish, yellow face pike 
blenny, and lettuce slugs on “The Monkey Shoal”. On reefs you may 
swim across a nudibranch, juvenile HighHats, spotted drumfish or 
some new species of Damselfish. Adventure will be part of your 
experience with the discovery of new species of hybridization fish. The 
night dives in St. Kitts & Nevis provide good photographic 
opportunities on the shallow reef, affording longer dives.
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Dive operator Name:  

Scuba Safaris Ltd

Resort Name:

Oualie Beach Resort

Contact:   

Tel. +1869 469-9518   

Website:  www.scubanevis.com

Resort Rating: 4 (Good)

Dive Operator Rating:  3 (Average)
Dive Guide Rating:  3 (Average) 

Macro Diving Activity Rating: 4 (Good)
Marine Life Rating:  4 (Good)

Visibility:  18 Metres Plus

Overall Rating:  4 (Good)

Nevis Nice (continue...)

Tips: 

St. Kitts & Nevis accept and use currency of 
the: US dollar and Eastern Caribbean Dollars 
(EC). Major credit cards are accepted in most 
places. St. Kitts & Nevis are islands where 
access of spares are difficult. In light of it, a 
spare of any specific dive equipment or 
photography equipment should be brought, as 
well as simple material like batteries, memory 
card, grease, etc. Electricity is mostly USA/
Canadian 120v-60htz.
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Juv Smooth Trunkfish
ISO 100, 1/200s, F/32

Juv Highhat
ISO 100, 1/200s, F/22

Yellowface Pikeblenny
ISO 100, 1/250, F/32

Yellowheaded Jawfish
ISO 100, 1/200s, F/20
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Goldentail Moray
ISO 100, 1/200s, F/32

Frindgeback Dondice
ISO 100, 1/200s, F/22

Juv Slender Filefish
ISO 100, 1/1200, F/14

Red Banded Hermit
ISO 100, 1/200, F/29

Purple Sea Goddess
ISO 100, 1/200s, F/32

Longlure Frogfish
ISO 100, 1/200, F/25
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There are many things you can do to 
ensure that you are environmentally 
conscious when you visit coral reefs or 
coastal areas. These include things 
such as hiring local guides to support 
the economy, removing all trash from 
an area, never touching or harassing 
wildlife in reef areas, and avoiding 
dropping your boat anchor or chain 
nearby a coral reef. 

10 ways to protect Coral Reefs?

Graphic & information supplied by:   
National Ocean Service  
oceanservice.noaa.gov/about/
The NOAA National Ocean Service 
have some great educational material 
on their Website, Pinterest, Facebook 
and Instagram page.

Text By Sue Myburgh
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Top 10 Codes of Conduct for 
Underwater Macro Photographers By UWMP Survey

Illustration: Nuttamon Aramkul
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Critter Kindness

by Alex Tattersall

I first went to Lembeh in 2007, I can remember my 
excitement. In we jumped at our first dive site, Police Pier, 
with our guide and I noticed he was holding a bunch of metal 
rods, big and small, like a security guard with a bunch of keys. 
As we went down, he spotted something and called me over. 
It was a very cute little clown frogfish hidden, face down 
among some brown debris and rubble. As I lined up my 
camera, I was surprised when I saw one of the metal rods 
appear in my viewfinder and, as I watched, the little frogfish 
was gently pushed out of its hiding place and ‘teased’ to look 
directly into my camera. Off went my strobes, I had a nice 
photo and we moved on. This continued throughout the week, 
the guide very skilfully moving subjects into more accessible, 
more photogenic positions and I went home very pleased with 
the portfolio of images I had taken. The gentle teasing 
movement of the critters seemed so normal and so natural 
that, as a novice photographer, I don’t think I even questioned 
it, the critters themselves didn’t seem particularly stressed.

The guides were keen to please and took me to well-
known sites where these critters reside, and 
proceeded to overturn lumps of rubble in search of 
them. I became very excited when I saw that he had 
found a boxer crab and was bringing over a pretty 
blue starfish to sit the crab on top for my photo. When 
I lined up for my shot, I saw the crab was clearly 
distressed, trying to escape, and was being pushed 
back on to the starfish repeatedly with one of the 
bigger of the metal rods. I saw why it was maybe 
distressed as I noticed one of his ‘Pom Pom’ claws 
had broken off and was resting on one of the starfish 
arms.  At that point, I felt something was wrong with 
what we were doing. 

I had travelled many miles to do the thing I most love 
doing, photographing macro animals, and yet here I 
was, harming the very subject I love. The reason I 
was doing this was to get a shot inspired by famous 
photographers with a desire to increase my own 
profile in the small world of underwater photography. I 
then started thinking about the number of other 
people like me, and how often these same critters are 
being targeted, pushed around and teased each day. 
We seem to easily forget this. Since this experience, I 
have heard many tales of critter abuse for photos and 
I think we all have our own experiences. 
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Broken corals in front of beautiful red sea anemone. A photographer takes 
disrespect for the reef to a new level in order to get his photos.

As a beginner, I started to look to famous 
p h o t o g r a p h e r s f o r p h o t o g r a p h i c 
inspiration, looking at what kind of imagery 
was winning awards and respect in the 
UW photo community. I quickly noticed the 
importance of beautiful negative space in 
creating an attractive image and began to 
understand more how some subjects are 
much less photogenic when they are on 
their natural background. Prime examples 
would be tiger shrimp, boxer crabs and 
harlequin shrimp, all very attractive 
subjects with a tendency to live hidden in 
rubble. Naturally, I wanted to emulate such 
images myself and when I next went to 
Lembeh, I had with me a critter wishlist 
featuring these prime subjects.

Tiger shrimp, from my experience, are generally shy 
creatures, they do not volunteer to sit on blue 

tunicates to complement their colouring, they also do 
not generally wander around on scorpionfish faces. 

This shows a tiger shrimp on the 
bentos where it was found. No need to 
stage the animal to get a better shot. If 

the animal is not in a photogenic 
position, take a deep breath and move 
on to the next subject feeling good that 

you made the right decision.
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Critter Kindness (continue...)

As social media and excellent groups like UWMP have 
grown in size and influence, wonderful imagery can be 
seen every day. Posting photos to Facebook and receiving 
‘likes’ and kind comments from our friends and other 
photographers makes us all feel good. Winning awards and 
photo competitions also makes almost all of us feel good. 
Winning awards can also mean very nice prizes, dive trips, 
camera equipment and also the prize of recognition in the 
UW photo community. When this desire to feel good 
becomes more important to us than the welfare of the 
critters we love to shoot, we need to start asking ourselves 
some questions.

This issue crosses cultures, it 
crosses groups, but it concerns us 
all. We are a community and we 
largely know what is natural and what 
is not. We are all role models to each 
other, people will surely be inspired 
by each others’ images, so let’s take 
steps to ensure we are not setting up 
new photographers for failure. Avoid 
‘liking’ posted photos which are 
clearly and obviously staged as this 
gives the photographers the wrong 
message and rewards them for bad 
behaviour (they of course have the 
right to defend themselves and I 
absolutely do not condone a ‘lynch 
mob’ mentality).  Ask your guides and 
resort management to minimise any 
harmful interaction with the critters 
when you d ive and t ip them 
generously for being less ‘hands-on’. 

Let’s be kind to our critters, without 
them, our hobby and passion couldn’t 
exist, surely they deserve our 
respect. 
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Broken corals in front of beautiful red sea anemone. A photographer 
takes disrespect for the reef to a new level in order to get his photos.

Nature supply us with all the opportunities we need for 
great subjects on beautiful backgrounds. Just keep your 

eyes open and these opportunities will come to you.

We also have a petition here to which you are 
welcome to add any comments and have your 

voice heard on this subject:

https://www.change.org/p/competition-organisers-
more-ethics-in-uw-photography/c
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After great success of 3 years meeting in Tulamben, Bali and Anilao, Philippines and now we are 
back in Tulamben again to enjoy the beautiful food, relaxing with resort facilities, diving and meeting 
other group members each night. 

Please select the type of room you wish to stay. There are 4 different room types, one room can 
accommodate 1-2 people. 

Cost is for 5 nights at :-
  Standard Resort                                                   Garden Cottage
- Standard Room (Reserved for 1 person): US$250   - Standard Cottage (Reserved for 1 person): US$325  
- Deluxe Room: US$300                                        - Deluxe Garden Cottage: US$375
- Family Room: US$400                                        - Luxury Garden Cottages: US$450
                                                                               - Family Garden Cottage (for 3 people): US$600
- Deluxe Family Villa (for 4 people): USD750                          

Diving and Full board package US$495
Included :-
1. 12 Dives, can be 12 dives (daytime) or 10 dives (daytime) and 2 night dives.
2. Group pick up around 9:00am on 20 September 2016 around Kuta, Sanua and Airport areas
3. Group drop off around 11:30pm on 25 September 2016 to Kuta, Sanua hotels and Airport
4. All Meals (À la carte breakfasts, buffet lunches and dinners)
5. 2-3 divers per 1 dive guide
6. Tanks and weights
7. Free Nitrox if you are certified
8. Free UWMP Group T-Shirt, Liberty Dive Resort T-Shirt      and more…

                  Example cost if you pick a Standard Resort Room: 
                  US$250 (for room) + US$495 (Dive Package) = US$745 

Excluded :-
1.  Dive gear rentals
2.  Arrival and departure at different times will cost US$45 per car (for 1-3 people)
3.  Malasti and Seraya Secret is $5 a day for village fee 

If you need more information or want to reserve a place, please contact Ken Thongpila on Facebook  
or  email  ken.thongpila@gmail.com

4th UWMP Group meeting 2016
on 20-25 September 2016 for 6 days 5 nights

at Liberty Dive Resort in Tulamben, Bali, Indonesia
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4th UWMP Meeting 2016
Try out 

Underwater Macro gadget

LF800 N 
Snoot Light

www.inon.jp

Wet Lens
UCL 165

+6

Wet Lens
UCL 100

+10

System02 PREMIUM COLOUR
with Snoot

www.rgblue.jp
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4th UWMP Meeting 2016 in Tulamben, Bali 
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In the Goodie Bag
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4th UWMP Meeting 2016 in Tulamben, Bali 
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4th UWMP Meeting 2016 
in Tulamben, Bali 
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4th UWMP Meeting 2016 
in Tulamben, Bali 

PRIZE

7 Days 6 Nights 
Diving Package

at Cocotinos Manado
and Lembeh
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Up coming events ...

Philippines
SM Megatrade Hall
9-11 Sept 2016

Singapore
Suntec Singapore
24-26 Feb 2017

Taiwan
Taipei Flora Expo Dome
17-19 June 2016
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UWMP will be there
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The World's First Bilingual 
Diving Magazine

Facebook:  www.facebook.com/ezdive
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We can’t have fun and exciting prizes without 
our official Partners and Sponsors

Thank you for supporting UWMP... 
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Thank your very much for your kind support for this group and 
I hope you like this eNews and are enjoying learning with us.

For the next few issues we are looking for...

  Macro diving trip article or report 
 Tips and Tricks for UW Macro Photography 

 Any topic to help our members take better photos 
 Any interesting Photo Competitions and Shootouts 

If you have any comments or feedback or want to be part of our eNews, 
please feel free to email me at 

ken.thongpila@gmail.com
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